Historical Fiction
For Girls
(12-18)
Witch Child

Ten Cents a Dance

By Celia Rees
Fleeing persecution as a witch,
Mary heads to America hoping
to start a better life. But she
finds her past difficult to
escape.

By Christine Fletcher
Ruby, a poor girl living in
Chicago in the 1940s, takes up
work as a taxi dancer to support
her family and is drawn into a
dangerous world.

What I Saw and How
I Lied

The Other Countess

By Julie Blundell
Just after her father returns
from WWII, a G.I. who served
with him shows up drawing Evie
into a dangerous mystery.

By Eve Edwards
Lady Eleanor and the Earl of
Dorset find themselves drawn to
each other, but he must marry a
wealthy lady to restore his
family’s’ fortune, and Eleanor ‘s
family have no money.

Fever 1793

Folly

By Laurie Halse Anderson
Mattie lives with her mother and
grandfather in Philadelphia in
1973 when an epidemic of the
dreaded Yellow Fever strikes
leaving no one untouched.

By Marthe Jocelyn
A scullery maid in love with a
soldier. A young orphan forced to
live in a foundling hospital. Both
face tragedy in this novel of
Victorian London.

No Shame, No Fear

Vixen

By Ann Turnbull
Susanna is a Quaker living in
Britain when it is illegal to
practice her faith. William is a
wealthy Anglican. They meet
and fall in love, but there are
many obstacles to their being
together.

By Lila Fine
Set in the Roaring Twenties,
Gloria feels trapped by an
engagement, her seeminglyperfect cousin Clara is hiding a
few secrets, and her friend
Lorraine’s spite has turned into
scheming.

The Edge on the
Sword

The Season

By Rebecca Tingle
After she is betrothed to a
Chief, the daughter of a West
Saxon king must battle foes
and escape kidnapping
attempts in this novel of the
Middle Ages.

By Sarah MacLean
Determined to avoid marriage as
long as possible, strong-willed
Alex, along with her two best
friends, gets caught up in a
mystery in the midst of her first
season.

